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EXTERNJ.L DEPENDENCE .1\ ND ECONOMIC THEORY 

Need for a more general theoretical perspective -

The idea of the "inadequacy" or the "irrelevance" of traditiona l 

economie tbeory in approaching the economie problems which are most 

significant for uncl.erdeveloped countries, bas been tho object of' wi J.e, 

although not very fruitful discussions. 1 From the time Prebis ch de

nounced. the "false universalism" of economie science2 until Dui loy' 

Seers' formulation of the "special case"3, a wbole range of literature 

has appeared on the subject 9 without however reaching any agreement. 

Between those who work within the limits of neo-classic theory and 

those who give priority to the structural aspects of un~erdevelopme~t 

there exist epistemological diff erences which hinier any mutua l co

operation. 

The aim of the present study is to try to break down this impasse 

by reconsidering the problem of underdevelopment along the lines of the 

most recent Latin L.merican thought4• We will attempt to show that the 

scope of theorisation can be widened if the concept of "underdeveloped 

economy" is substituted by an approach which makes it clear tha t the 

underdeveloped economies referred to are sub-systems whose behaviour 

cannet be entirely understood unless we use hypotheses rel ating t c th 0 

structure and functioning of the global system, or at least soLw hyrJo

theses on the relations between the sub-systems which produce, and 

those which import technology and new patterns of behaviour. Having 

adopted this approach, the problem of the rationality of allocating 

resources - a problern which is the touchstone of neo-classic theory -

keeps its intrinsic significance and only ceases to be relevant when 

looked at strictly from the angle of a sub-system which irnports tochno

logy and behaviour patterns, that is 9 when the rela tions between 

dominant and dependent sub-systems are ignorod. It th erefore becomes 

essential to put fo~~ard hypotheses on tho structure of the system as 

a whole (which is different from "international relations" in tho s ense 

of traditional theory), if one wants to establish a basis fro n which 
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to discover the typo of ratio~ity which determines tho a lloca tion of 

resources ?nthe lev.el ,9f the . agents res.pQnsable for production decisions . 

Mutatis mutandies, while we do not us e a theor e tice.l p e r spective vr: " ic~:. 

allow us to establish t he · r a tionali ty of the -~l'gents -vrho; ac t ing s i ;;m::!.

taneously in more than one part of th e syst er.1 9 c ondition the beh::v:i. our 

of othe r agents in the particula r sub-syste m c oncerncd 7 we wi ll h a ve t o 

limi t ourselves to treat i ng the J.ecisions of t hos e agents 1 a l t hough t l; cy 

act from within the sub-system in question 1 a s ex ogonous varinbles 1 lik e 

"external d.emand" in the tradi tiona l analysis of t he " ne. ti cmal " oc onor:i o3 . 

Looking at things in this way, t he under .icve l opr::ent thec;r~r b c; ~·Jr:,es 

essentially a theory of depenù.ence. It should explain 1 sta rti r;.g f r oD 

hypotheses on th o s tructure of th e gl obal syst em Hh ich crea t es n ew 

techniques a nd b eh aviour patterns c onnectod wi th t ochn ica l progr ess 1 

the way in which dependent sub-systems function. It is easy t o under

stand tha t any attempt a t explaining the behaviour of th e agents tha t 

act wi thin an underdeveloped economy, tha t ignor e s t he ph enoraenon of 

dependance, will be of limi ted .significance. It i s no t a çucsti .n , 

therefore, of markets in underdeveloped econom i es b o:. ::les' :r.v .. ':0 "::. ~-' - ,_.., :;.· -::..' ~ :..: ~'' 

than in ù.eveloped ones 1 a problem tha t c oul d b o J.oalt with ·H i"c ~-::. ,mt 

abandoning the tra ù.itiona l theoretical approa ch . The pr oblem li 0s ::, 

the fact that the behaviour of certa in agents ca nne t be explaL1oJ. i f Y:c 

confine ourselves to looking at the sub-system in which the aforesa i tl 

a gents operate. Even if a ll the infor mation c oncern ing t he sub- sy:.: t o. l 

in question were at our J.ispo s a l, we woulù. s t i ll not bo :..n .:t ) 0 s i ".;:~ -' n 

to anticipate t ho behaviour of th e agent s in ques t i c~ . 

In the present situa tion, our l a ck of kno>vledge concer ning tl:;:: 

structure of the g loba l syst em prev ents us from J.ofin lng wha t vle c c .J.l :.l 

call the "laws of dependence". On the oth er h anù. 1 i gnor a r.ce of' t }:ose 

laws prevents ·us from understa nding h ow unù.er ;lev ol opoJ. ec or"uc::.o s : ; '.:., :::-· ~~ . 

In other word.s, it preven ts from f or mula ting a th eor y of unJ.c: · ~ e";,-c _ . ::_)r:. œlt. 
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Structural postulations in the analysis of the allocation of resources 

The resources which the economist is concerned with allocating may 

be resourccs already incorporated into the production system (theory of 

the behaviour of the producer) and also resources in the process of being 

formed (theory of accumulation). The neo-classic tbeory, concerned witb 

the "static optimum" 7 was more or less limited to defining the conditions 

in which the allocation of resources already incorporated into the pro

ductive system tends to maximize the availability of goods, given the 

level of skill 7 the demand 7 etc. It is clear that, in order to establish 

these conditions, the boundaries of the system must be defined. · The system 

can be a market (partial equilibriun) or tho na tion (general equilibrium). 

If the system cannot be strictly defined7 hypotheses are put forward with 

respect to the behaviour of the relevant "exogenous" variables. 

It is appropriate to add, however, that the theory of the allocation 

of resources is not limited ·to explaining the rules of behaviour of the 

producing agent. ~ccording to this point of view, the criticisme that 

can be made of it are of limited value and could be extended to every 

attempt at theorisation tha t tries to . reach a very high level of abstrac

tion. It can also be said that 7 having become semi-axiomatic, the neo

classic theory of the allocation of resources constitutes a definitive 

acquisition for economie science. Like every theory which tries t o go 

beyond an analogie system and approach axiomatic ones, its application 

demands considerable work in 'reducting' the actual processes to data 

consistent with the scheme. But the neo-classic theory of the allocation 

of re~ources is not confined to the set of norms to which the producer's 

behaviour can be reduced. It attempts equally to explain how the decisions 

of the different producing agents are coordinated7 how the latter obta in 

information and how they themselves create information for other agents. 

Thus we have in front of us a theory on production decisions. As these 

decisions are t aken in function of time horizons which vary from agent 

to agent, every attempt to formulate a theory in dynamio terms becomes 

extremely difficult. However, to limit the criticism to the fact that 

it is "static" would be to oversirnplify the problem. 
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In eJq>laining how, through the markets, th~ decisions of the produ 

ing agents are coordinated, neo-classic theory puts great emphasis on t e 

existence of another set of decisions: those of the consuming agents, 

are considered "sovereigns". This emphasis on sovereignity, however, 

belongs more to liberal rhetoric than to economie theory. The substitu 

tien of the consumera' sovereignity decisions by a "plan of consumption' 
' 

imposed on the oollectivity would make explicit the rationality of the 

producing agent is purely formal. In other words, the genesis of the 

preferences of the consumer (i.e. his degree of autonomy) is of seconda 

importance. What characterises the market economy is that these pre

ferences and the availability of goods and services are coordinated in 

decentralised way. In fact, it is fundamental for neo-classic tbeory 

that the "curves" of supply and demand can be establisbed independently 

from eacb ether. As Marshall said, yeu need two blades to make a pair 

of scissors. It is admitted that, in the "imperfect11 markets, the pro

ducer (or groups of producers working together) is in a position to 

influence "his" demand curve. However, even the monopolist will bave t 

do sc witbin well defined limits he will have to choose between control 

ling priees or the amount to be sold. 

What would happen if supply and demand became establisbed or "pro

grammed11 from the same decision-making bodies? The coordination of 

decisions, contrary to taking place in a number of markets, would take 

place at the level of a few decision-making bodies working together, an 

would therefore have to be establisbed in advance and in seme way impos d 

on the consumera and producers, although a certain margin of manoeuvre 

would be left to both. This is more or less wbat is happening in the 

socalled centrally planned economies. In a market economy in wbicb 

priees are largely "administered11 the amount of resources destined to 

accur.1ulation is decided by the producing agents. On fixing indicative 

priees, the producer who leads the market determines a margin (x% on to 

of sales) to finance "research and development" and anotber to ensure 

the minimum financing of the firm's expansion. However, the 11 static 

optimum., in the allocation of resources is derived from the whole se

quence of events and circumstances, thus from a short term demand curve 

which is largely independant of the producer. 
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We will see that the domination - d.epend.ence phenor.1enon t 2.kes t:~c 

form of imposition - imita tion of consumption pa tterns wh ich , not C '~' ::::·::· c .:J 

ponding to the level of accumule.tion reached by a given sub-systcm, tenJ. 

to.ipc.rease the lack of coordination already existing in the structure of 

the latter. Moreover 7 since the imposition of consumption patterns is 

!llad.e by the very groups who are responsible for production decisions, t he 

problem of the allocation of resources tends to be presented in d.iffe r ent 

terms of those which correspond to the conventiona l "optir.Jum" t heory, 

irrespective of the qualifications put forward with respect t o t he s t a tic 

or non-static character of the latter. 

Underdevelopment as a process of imitating consumption pa tterns. 

Underdevelopment was originally characteristic of economies in which 

an increase in productivity was largely the result of c ompar a tive advantage 

creatod by international expansion in the demand for certa in prolucts. 

In oth er words~ changes in demand., on the global level, would open the 

way to significant rises in productivity, through geographie s pecialisa

tion. This type of productivity increase could be obta ined with a minimum 

of change in production methods (the case of tropical agriculture) or 

with significant changes, but which were localiz ed under th e f or m of an 

"enclave" (the case of mineral production). Thus, in th e perioJ. when t ho 

system of the international division of labour was crea t ed, c er t c:. i n c ouri

tries (those which were being industria lized) were developed spec i~li z inc 

in sectors where technologic a.l progress penetrated rapidly, A.nd ot hor s 

were developed specializing in ~ctivities which would benefit from the 

particular constellation of resources a t their disposal. The "law of 

comparative advantage" provided a valid explana tion for both ca s es, but 

coricealed the basic difference tha t existed between t he two CÇtses when a 

time dimension is introduced. 

The rela tions between "central" <1-nd "periphera l" countries >fere, 

however rouch more complex t han i t would s eem frora t h is type of ana lysis . 

A fund.an.ental aspect which is usually overlooked i s t h '1 t wh en "peripher·ü '' 

coun:bries specialized, they were transformed into i rr.r;o:r t ers of neu con

sumer goods, the fruits of technolog ica l progress in t he "c entra l" c ·:;un

tries. The increase in average productivity in t he "peripher a l" c ountry 
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did not, ~s a general rule, lea4 to an increase in the wage rate, as we 

well know. But this increase in productivity was bound to bring with it 

a rise in the standard .of living and a change in the guality of the way 

of life of the landowing minority and of the profe~sional ani buroall

cratic urban groups. In this way, development (or r a t her, ~o~~ ~n 

i t was commonly thought of) b~came confused wi th the importa.ti on c f cul 

tural patterns. 

The formation of a social group (whoae relative importance varies, 

but which is rarely more than one tenth of the population) with consump

tion patterns similar to those of countr_ies w~th higher l ev:els of pr cd.uc

tivi ty, became the factor determining the form tha t dev el opn:ent woul J. 

take in dependent countries. The significance of this fact or appe~rs 

when one bears in mind tha t there is a close correla tion between t ho 

average level of expenditure of the mewbers of a collectivity, on the 

one band, and the degree of capital accumulated by employed person anet 

the advance in productive techniques on the othe?. This correlat io ~ i s 

not àlways obvious, if we limit our study to an under developeJ. c; • .; un~r·y , 

for the simple reason tha~ in this country the goods c onsumed by the rich 

minority are, almost always, imported. What will happen when these goods 

have to be produced inside the country? "Import substitution" will tend 

to take the form of manufacturing locally the same articles which were 

previously imported for consumption by the governing a nd landowning groups. 

Now, · the guali ty of the product determines, wi thin relatively narro>-r 

margina, the technique to adopt, that is to say 9 the cap i t c:. l c :.:<:;f:':~.s :'.. o r_ t. 

In this way, the "dualism" which forms on the cultur::, l pl.;;:w (i::.:;;,-:: .2 >. 1 

and constantly changing consumption patterns versus traditi on~l c ~n s~:~~ 

tion patterns) will tend to be projected into the structure of t ho p~c

ductive system. 
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The lack of structural homogeneity to which we referred, or rather, 

the disequilibrium at the factors' level (persistance of n structural 

surplus of labour), tends, as is currently observed, to condition incarne 

distribution. If the wage rates do not keep up with the rises in produc

tivity (there is a very elastic supply of labour at a certain wags rate) 

and the capital coefficient per worker is a function of the incarne level 

of a minority which reproduces the behaviour patterns of other economies, 

with a much higher level of productivity, it is appropriate to recognise 

that the concept of "optimum" as used in neo-classic analysis loses signi

ficance. The dependance process, resulting in a persistent structural 

heterogeneity, determines the pattern of incarne distribution,from which is 

necessarily derived the "optimum" for the allocation of resources. 

In the economies to whioh we are referring, the usual process tends 

to be as follows: increased productivity, resulting from expansion of the 

exporting sector or the import substitution sector, causes a rise (addi

tional diversity) in the consumption of the minority which is integrated 

into the "modern" sector, and this takes place by adopting new products 

and/or behaviour patterns copied from outside, or rather from the dominant 

economies. In a more a dvanced stage, in which exporta no longer play the 

dynamic role in the economy and in which the "substitution" process tends 

to reach saturation point, a new sequence takes shape which in an extrema 

situation is as follows: for the full utilisation of the depreciation 

reserves to take place, causing a rise in output, there must be a certain 

variation in demand, wh ich tends to come about through the higb incarne 

groups importing newconsumption patterns,which- means continuing to raise 

the capital coefficient, adopting more "modern" productive patterns, 

raising productivity, increasing the incarne available for consumption by 

the high incarne groups, thereby completing the circle. Obviously if new 

resources obtaine~ by the firms or made available to them by the State are 

added to the depreciation reserves, the process becomes more intense, 

without however modifying its basic features. 

Development becomes, therefore, the variation (and the expansion) 

of the consumption of a minori ty whose way of life -is dictated by the 

cultural evolution of countries with a higher productivity. More precisely: 

the principal factor causing the rise in pro~uctiv±ty in the already 
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industrialized dependent economy seems to be the variation of behaviour 

patterns copied from the high income minorities~ a process which does not 

necessarily affect the conditions of life of the great majority of tbe po

pulation. It would be a mistake, however, to ignore the action of the State. 

The latter, both by the allocation of the resources it obt~~ns and by the 

way in · which it obtains them, can introduce significant modifications in 

demand and in the structure of the productive system itself. In sorne 

underdeveloped countries the State bas managed to change significantly the 

tendencies we indicated. However, it would be difficult to ignore the fact 

that the general situation, at least in Latin America, is a result of State 

action which does not achieve the basic tendencies mentioned above, and in 

sorne cases tends to worsen them.6 

To summarise: the process of transplanting behaviour patterns from the 

dominant sub-systems to the dependent ones is responsible for determining 

the allocation of resources in dependent sub-systems. The greater the 

variation in the consumption patterns of the dominant centres7 or the greater 

the difference between the patterns of consumption of the latter and those 

of the dependent sub-systems~ the greater are the possibilitie.s, other 

factors being equal, of speeding up the "development" of the dependent sub

systems~ and also greater the probability that the structural "dualism" 

will be accentuated in the dependent sub-systems. In fact, the need for a 

permanent rise in the capital coefficient of the sector producing for the 

minority which copies the behaviour patterns of the dominant centres, 

prevents a wider diffusion of technological progress (innovation in the 

productive process) in the marginalized segments of the dependent economy. 

From cultural "dualism" to "dualism" in the productive system. 

The foregoing analysis shows the particular nature of relations 

between sub-systems within the framework of the international economie 

system formed after the industrial revolution. Control over technological 

progress and the possibility of imposing consumption patterns, on the 

part of one or several sub-systems becomes a oonditioning factor in the 

structuring of the productive apparatus in the other sub-systems, which 

become "dependent". In fact, this structure is created in such a way as 

to let a minority within the iependent sub-system be in a position to 

reproduce the superior standard of living originating in the dominant 

sub-system. Thus, in the dependent economy there will exist, in the form 
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of: a social "enclave", a group which is culture.lly integrated into the 

dominant sub-system. 8 Theref:ore, dualism is initially a socinl or cul

tural phenomenon, appearing, from the economie point of view, as a dis

continuity in the "surface" of demand. It is industrialization in the 

ferro of "import substitution", as we have seen, which transfera it to the 

structure of the productive apparatus. For the economist who tends to 

look at an underdeveloped economy as a closed system, this phenomenon 

appears as a disequilibrium at the factors' level, resulting from the 

"inadequacy" of technology. He does not realize tha t the above-mentionecl 

phenomenon is, initially, a result of behaviour patterns: This aspect can 

only be understood if one looks at the structure of the gl.c"ba l system 3.ncl 

the non-symmetric relations between certain of its parts. 

The productive apparatus connected wi th the. rich minori tY of t he 

dependent sub-system, far from constitutiDC a prolongation of traditional 

productive apparatus, or a transformation ~f it, is established to s a tisfy 

the needs of a market which was previously supplied by imports. From the 

point of view of the global system, it ie a question cf transplantatio n ~ 

from the "centre" to the "periphery", of proJ.ucti ve activi ti es linkerl t o 

a perfectly conditioned and controled market. Everything happ ens as if 

the constructive influence of certa in f actors, the identifica tion of wh i c:: 

requires a study of the dynamics of the global system (for example : tho 

relative decline in deman·d f or primary products previously prolucecl f or 

the whole system by a dependent sub-system), caused. structura l mo .i i f icc.

tiona, such as the geographie decentralisation of manufacturing act ivities . 

But this decentralisation does not mean industrialisation in the sense of 

autonomy to create industrial products: It means localising, partly or 

completely, in the dependent sub-system, the physical production of 

articles which continue to have their origin in the dominant centre. 

It is important, moreover, to emphasise that, in reason of the nature 

of the market they supply, the decentralised manufacturing activiti es 

follow certain norms of organisation and operation, wh ich ar e ah·<ays t lw 

same, regardless of the physical location of the activity in question. 

The first and most important of these norme, as we hqve a lready s~ i~, is 

an increasing capital coefficient, without corresponding in any way t o thG 

relative availability of resources.9 As a counterpart to this, there 
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arises the practical impossibility of realising investments on the part of 

the productive appratus which is~eant to satiafy the needs of the œass of 

the popualtion. As it is through raising the capital coefficient thet 

technological progress spreads through production rneth ods 9 i t will ~1 t ~ . 

surprising that to an intensified process of transpl anting indus tria l "·· ·· ~ L 

vi ti es linked to the rich minori ty, there corresponds a slovr diffus i on of 

modern techniques into the other segments of the productive system. 

Thus i t is explained how the acceleration of "clevelopment" hc, s in 

sorne parts caused a lowering, in absolute terms, of t he standard of liv~ng 

of the great mass of the population, as happened in Mexic o in tL e forti qs 

and fifties 9 and in the Northeast of Brazil in thG l as t lecada. 10 

The nature of "development" process. 

The picture th a t bas just been outlined enables us t o gr asp t he 

nature of the "development" process in depenJ.ent are!:!.S th rougJ:~ t he cliffe

rent ways in which i t wa;s presented. Wi thin the framew ork of tralli -ti o:::téÜ 

forms of dependance (the classic system of the international division of 

l abour) certain sub-systems could raise their productivity with out changes 

in the production functions. The expansion of the global ~ystem caus ed the 

transformation of the dependent sub-systems. Occasionally technological 

progress would penetrate as a consequence of the rise in economie produc

tivity. This penetration was mainly linked to the creation of inf'rastruo .. 

tures and the organisation of urban life. What always accompanied t te ris e 

in productivi ty was the "modernisation" of the consurnp tion patterns of t~· -:; 

local dominant minori ty. In the period of "substitution" in1lus tria lL:;; ,::è t ::.. ._.,l_ 

the real flow between the "centre" and the "periphery11 no longer pl ays t.~ : e 

sarne dynarnic part. This part is now played by the powerful penetration of 

t h e ~eohniques which brings with it the geographie decentralisation of 

manufacturing activi ty. Unlike what happened in the period of m."l,ximizing 

comparative advantage, investments in the industria l sector demanJ. modifi

cations in the production functions wi th a rapid ris e in the stanJ.ctrJ. of 

technology in the whole sub-system. 11 
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Once the industrial field is settled the picture is changed once 

again. The dynamic factor becomes the diffusion of new, imported consump

tion patterns. Unlike the developed economies, in wbich the dynamic 

factor is a coordinated process of new consumption patterns (private or 

public) and technologic~l innovations, these two primary factors inter

acting with regard to conditions in the system as a wbole, in the under

developed economy it is the imposition of consumption pattera from out

aide that con;,:, titutes the main <iynamic f actor. It is well known that, 

in developed economies, the diffusion of new productive processes for 

goods already incorporated into the system constitutes an important way 

of raising produotivity. This process goes band in hand with a rise in 

the standard of living of the wbole of the population, either by meana of 

a rise in the wage rates, keeping up the average productivity, or by 

lowering the rela tive priees of goods for general consumption. In the 

si tua tion of un,lerdevelopment this pro cess is only fully carried out wi th 

respect to the population group which is integrated in the "modern" 

sector. 1~e rest of the population is affected in a decreasing way, ao

cording to their integration in the monetary economy and the market for 

manufactured products. For the reasons already put forward 9 the penetra

tion of technology into the activitics linked to the whole of the popula

tion causes a more than proportional growtb in the income of the rich 

groups. This being so, the diffusion of new production techniques will 

only proceed if the high income groups vary their own consumption. It ia 

appropriate, therefore, to conclude that the introduction of new consurnp.. 

tion pa tterns arnong the rich groups constitutes the real prirnary factor 

(besicles State action) in the "developrnent" of the so-called underdeveloped 

economies. 

The three ways of transforming the 11 peripheral" economies (compara

tive advantage, import substitution and the conditioning of the high 

income groups' behaviour patterns) have in comrnon the f act that they 

constitute processes of adaptation in the f a ce of the structural evula

tion of the dominant centres. It is a question, therefore, of an evolu

tion of the very process of dependance. Witbout a more thoroùgh study 

of the specifie relationships wh ich reflect the strcture of dependance, 
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it will be difficult to proceed with the formulation of an economie theory 

that can explain in a global context the behavicur of sub-systems, both 

the dominant and the depenQent• 

The new j,nternational economy. 

It is a well known fact that the international economy which was 

linked to geographie specialisation and comparative advantage tended to 

be substituted by another in which markets are replaced by internal trans

actions among the large firms. 12 The characteristic feature of this new 

international economy is the control exercised by groups based in the 

dominant sub-s~tems over the diffusion of new techniques, that is, new 

products and new productive processes. Given the present structure of the 

global system, and consequently of each dependent sub-system, access to 

these new techniques constitutes a necessary condition for "development" 

by which is understood tte accomplishment of the ~ of the groups par

ticipating in the power system in each sub-system. It can therefore be 

said that in underdeveloped economies "development" is always "inter

national" in the sense that, more often than not, it is related to the 

expansion of the activi ties of a firm whose decis·ion centre is outside the 

sub-system in question. As "development" involves the adoption or diffu

sion of a new pattern of consumption, and as these new patterns bring with 

them ties of an "international" type (importation of inputs, payment of 

royalties, patents, etc.) it can also be said that this development is a 

structural transformation of the global system which tends to tighten re

lationships of dependance. If we look at the same problem from a different 

angle we could say that the development of dependent sub-systems generally 

consista of the large firms which control the diffusion of new techniques 

having increasing participation in the international economy. Being able 

to control the sp r ead of new tec~:niques these firms are in a position to 

be able to participate more and more in the economie activities of the 

dependent sub -systems. In fact, in the industrialised unùerdeveloped 

economy, the large international firms p~nys the dynamic part, since it 
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provides the new products witbout whicb the oonsumption of the dominant 

groups would not vary. The lA-rge "international" firms are in a posi

tion to create and control the "need" for certain goods. Thus General 

Motors can be described as an organisation which is in a position to 

create the "need" for cars, the latter being defined as a consumer goo·i 

in a state of permanent ebange. Its international r ole cons i s t s es s en

tially of being able to satisfy these incre~sing needs whicn it i s i n 

a position to engender. According to a d.egree in which "development 11 

.. 
consists of having access to a certain range of products, it also means 

the creation of ties with the large firms which create the "need" for 

these products and keep control over the techniques required to pr oduco 

them. We have seen that "development". in the dependent aub-syster:1 t ook 

the form of an internationalisation of its economy and of the increasiog 

participation in this economy of large firms based in dominant centres. 

At first sight it would seem that this analysis requires a step forward 

implying that "development" also signifies an increasing homogeni zation 

of the structure of the global system, by means of the relative expansion 

of the cultural enclave which exista wi thin eé!.Ch dependent sub-system. 

However, experience ha s shown that it is precisely the opposite situation 

wh ich tends to occur. Indeed, the more an econcmy depends o.n the spread 

of new products, in ortler to maintain a certain rhythm of transformation, 

the greater is the tendency to raise the capital coefficient in the sector 

which produces for the bigh income groups. 'I'he tendency towards the con

èentration of incarne is therefore inevitable. Since t his tendency can 

cr .~ate serious problems of deseconomies of scale (a highly VCl.ried pr oduc

tive apparatus producing for a small market), the State h ·:s beon called 

in to take action in the sense of widening the "middle-upper" secto:: .... of 

these economies, by means of financing the purchase of durable ccnsur:.er 

gooJ.s à.nd by certain forms of fiscal policy. 13 However, in · order .t o 

modify the tendencies thoroughly, the State would have to take rouch 

broader action with a view to modifying incvme distribution and ori ent

ing the . transplantation of technological progress. 
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If we look at the problem from another angle, we can say that an 

increasing lack of balance in the structure of the global system tends 
~ 

to result from the present process of "development" in the dependent 

economies. ·Indeed, on the ·one band we havea relative reduction of t he 

real flows (decline of the traditional system of internationàl division 

of labour) and on the ether an increasing number of instances when firms 

based in the dominant sectors take over the fruits of increased producti

vity in the dependent sub-systems. Since the seaond process demands the 

creation of a real flow in the sense of periphery to center, it will be 

difficult to adapt it to the slow growth or relative decline in the 

underdeveloped countries' ability to make international payments. 14 

While import substitution is being practised, this potential disequilibr~um 

can be absorbed, albeit with heavy strain on the balance of payments of 

the dependent sub-systems. Once these possibilities have been exhausted, 

there tends to follow a period of heavy external debt in the under

developed countries, a debt which bas already become explosive in sorne 

countries. It is enough to mention this problem in arder to realise that 

the "internaticnal" economy now faces the alternative of ht>.ving t o open 

up new ways or of being confronted with a profound criais, the c onse

quences of which it would not be easy to ·foresee. From the point of 

view of structural tendencies, the lina of least resistance seer:is t c be 

in the opening of markets in the centres to the products manufa ctured 

from less d.ynamic tecbnology; 1-1hich come from the "periphery". I~ a way 

it would be a return to the system of the international division of 

labour based on comparative advantage: the unJ.erdeveloped countries vrouL~ 

absorb less technological progress per unit of investment than the 

developed ones, but having access to an increasing portion of the l a tter's 

market, they would find opportunitiE::s for "development". This process 

does not avoid an · increase in the distance between the levels of produc

tivity in the "centre" and "periphery", but it would create cond.itions 

in which the international economy ca.n work under the control of l aree 

firme. This solution, al though "rational" from the point .of vievJ of the 

global system, would mean for the dependent areas a consolidë:,tion of the 
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present relations reinforcing the ties of dependen~e. It should be added 

that the adoption of this solution is confronted with great obstacles 

withirt the developed countries themselves, since it demanda structural 

adaptations which cannot be made without injuring widespread existing 

interests. From the point of view of the underdeveloped countries, this 

is one of the problems which cannot be approached without considering the 

whole phenomenon of dependence. 

Dependance as a source of legitimization. 

The problems which have just been briefly considered are among those 

most relevant for the so-called underdeveloped countries. Such problems 

are directly related to the central question of all economie analysis: 

what are the criteria by which the scarce resources available to the 

collectivity are allocated ? We saw that 9 in the already industrialized 

dependent economies, the allocation of new resourcos depends on the deci

sions of agents who comrol new consumption patterns originating in the 

dominant economies. These agents a1e in control of demand (by spreading 

new behaviour patterns) and organise production. According to certain 

bypotheses relative to global J.emand level and State action, : 

such agents, grouped together according to the rules of "imperfect 

markets", are in a position to act with a degree of arbitrariness not 

very different to that of the organs of centralised planning in the so

called. socialist economies. 

If the same firms are, within certain safety margina, in a position 

to define the aims and to control the means, the basic presuppositions of 

the traditional theory of the allocation of resources no longer prevail. 

Major importance is now given to the fundamental problem of identifying 

the nature of the sub-system in question, a problem which requires a cer

tain knowledge of the structure of the global system. It can immediately 

be said that the concept of "optimum" has no part in this system in as 

much as this concept is linked to the idea of a social welfare function, 

which presupposes automony of decisions on the part of the collectivity. 
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On the other band, it would be fitting to ask how legitimate is a system 

of centralised decisions wbich is not directly tied to a political system? 

Or is it: that the idea of a political system will bave to be equally 

broadened, thereby making it permissable to derive the legitimacy of the 

economie decisions from a broader concept of dependance. In any case it 

seems clear that without an analysis of the system's global structure, 

whicb could open the way to a theory of dependance, these questions can

net be given meaningful answers. 
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Hla Myint, "Economie Tbeory and the Underdeveloped Countries", 
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Development of Latin America , (Cambridge University Press, 1970, 
Cbapter 8. 
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7• For an analyais of the role of the diversification of demand in 
the development process of the dominant centres, see C. Furtado 
and A. Sousa, "Los parfiles de la deroe.nda e <le la inversion", 
El Trimestre Economico, July-Sep~ember, 1970. 

8. For a deveJ.opment of this point, see O. Sunkel, "S?me notes on 
developmentt underdevelopment and. the internal capitàlist economy", 
(April 1970), mimeograph. 

9· In the textile industry, for example, if we take as a point of 
reference an integrated factory using machinery currently avail
able, investment in fixed assets per worker, which was $6000 in 
1950, bad doubled in a decade to $12000 in 1960, and it had almost 
doubled again in the following five years to reach 19000$ ~n 1965. 
Cf. ECLA, .• Seleccion J.e Alternativas Tecnolo icas en la Industria 
Textil La ·hnoamericana Santiàgo, 1966 • 

10. For data on -Mexico see Efigenia N. de Navarreto, La distribution 
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fo.r .the Northeast of Brazil, data from the Banco do Nordeste 
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disconnected from the rest of the productive system, . this special 
case does not change the conclusions. 

12. Cf. Stephen Hymer, The Multinational corporation and the law of 
uneven development, 1970, mimeograph. 

13. In Mexico, fiscal policy measures and ethers ha ve allowed a 
"deconcentration" of the income of the richest groups of the 
population, which bas increased even more the gap between the 
"middle" groups and the poorest mass of the population. Thus, 
between 1950 and 1963-64 the share of the poorest forty per cent 
in the national income fell from 14.3% to 10.5%, while that of the 
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Economie Development of La tin America, op. oit., loc.cite 
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